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Abstract: The present article aims to employ Searle’s typology of speech act to analyze Arthur 
Miller’s famous play, A View from the Bridge. The present play has been studied by many 
scholars across the world applying different theories and strategies but analyzing literary works 
from pragmatic point of view; especially against the backdrop of speech act theory is exceptional. 
The article explores Speech Act Theory in order to explore the different characters in the play. 
The analysis of this part begins with the general theme of the play. The relationship between 
speech acts and dramatic discourse is justified. Since, there are written dialogues containing 
speech acts, an effort is made to shed light on the illocutionary forces of typical linguistic 
utterances and their perlocutionary effect on the hearers. The analysis of the speech acts is based 
on context, Searle’s typology of speech act, felicity conditions and significance of deictic 
expressions. The carefully chosen assertive, commissive and expressive speech acts are 
thoroughly interpreted against the existing social, economic, political and cultural aspects of 
American society.  
Keywords: assertive, commissive, expressive, felicity conditions, context,  
dramatic discourse, deictic expression. 
Introduction 
Arthur Miller’s play, A View from the Bridge, 
portrays the Carbone family, their behavior, their 
psychology and frailties. The play is set in New 
York, in the Red Hook neighborhood, where most 
of the people originate from Italy and Sicily. 
Though, Italy represents homeland, origin and 
culture to the citizens of Red Hook, it also 
represents different things to the main characters in 
the play. For example, Catherine associates Italy 
with mystery, romance and beauty. Rodolpho is 
actually from Italy, and thinks a place is with little 
opportunity and he feels justified in escaping from 
it. Similarly, most of the characters appreciate the 
benefits of living in the United States, but still 
strongly hold to Italian traditions. Italy is the basis 
of the cultural traditions in Red Hook, and it serves 
as a touchstone to unite the community, with their 
own laws and customs. In the play, there are lots of 
conversations and we can clearly feel that the 
literal meaning and the implied meaning are very 
different; consequently, it provides us the 
possibility to appreciate the play from the aspects 
of speech act. 
The main character in the story is Eddie Carbone, 
who lives with his wife Beatrice and orphaned 
niece Catherine. His feelings for Catherine, 
however, develop from protective and paternal into 
something more than filial as the play develops. 
These feelings are brought into perspective by the 
arrival from Italy of Beatrice's two cousins, Marco 
and Rodolpho. They have entered the country 
illegally, hoping to leave behind hunger and 
unemployment for a better life in America, and to 
help build a better life for those they've left behind. 
Rodolpho is young, good-looking, blond, and 
single, he sings and dances and is charming. 
Catherine instantly falls in love with him. 
Predictably Eddie sets about pointing out all of 
Rodolpho's flaws and persistently complains that 
Rodolpho is "not right". He uses Rodolpho's 
effeminate qualities, such as dress-making, 
cooking and singing, to back up his argument. 
When Catherine decides to marry Rodolpho, Eddie 
is driven to inform the Immigration Bureau of the 
presence of the two illegal immigrants. He takes 
this action regardless of his earlier assertion that 
"It's an honor" to give the men refuge. His betrayal 
of the two men causes Eddie to lose the respect of 
his neighbors, his friends and his family. 
In the final scene of the play, the sense of crisis 
climaxes into a fight between Eddie and Marco. 
Eddie brandishes a knife and attacks Marco, but 
the stronger Marco turns the blade onto Eddie, 
killing him. This could be seen symbolically as a 
projection of Eddie's self-destructive tendencies, as 
his sense of self-worth and his honorable character 
finally reaching the bottom of his society. 
However, the present article is largely based on the 
synthesized theoretical frame composed of speech 
act theory and its sub-theories in speech act theory; 
mainly assertive, commissive and expressive.  
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Theoretical Framework 
Searle’s (1969) three categories of speech such as 
assertives, commissives, and expressives are 
accepted as the foundations for analysis of the 
utterances. But the remaining two classes i.e. 
directives and declaratives are purposefully 
excluded because the study of all the five major 
categories is a vast area and therefore, it is 
delimited to only three categories. In other words, 
the study endeavors to analyze the only three major 
categories of speech acts of J. R. Searle (1969). 
The selected speech acts in the plays will be 
analyzed within the structure of three major speech 
acts developed by Searle as follows:  
(i) Assertives: which commit the speaker to the 
truth of something (i.e. asserting, claiming, 
reporting) 
(ii) Commissive: which commit the speaker to do 
some future action (i.e. promising, offering, 
threatening) 
(iii) Expressive: which express a psychological 
state (i.e. thanking, apologizing, complimenting) 
The above mentioned part is the categories of 
illocutionary Act presented by John Searle, it is 
about the underlying meaning in everything we 
say. The underlying meaning along with the skill 
of reading between the lines is vital to make 
communication more efficient and it makes our 
everyday life function more smoothly. Drama and 
tragedies are built up by tension that lines create 
when you have to attempt to interpret the intended 
meaning of the character’s utterance. Different 
speech act build up different types of plays, and 
also build the drama and Suspense in the play. In 
order to find out what we actually learn in the lines 
of scene, attempt is made to take a closer look at A 
View from the Bridge by Arthur Miller, and have 
an in depth analysis of selected speech acts in the 
play.  
Speech acts Analysis in A View from the Bridge 
According to Searle’s theory, which I adopt for 
this analysis, utterances are assigned to one of five 
possible speech acts or illocution: asscertive, 
commissive expressive, directive and declarative. 
In the framework of these Speech Acts, the 
selected utterances in A View from the Bridge are 
worth analyzing against the backdrop of assertive, 
commissive and expressive speech acts.  
Analysis of Assertive speech Acts 
Assertive speech acts are also known as 
representative speech acts because they reflect the 
speaker’s as well as the narrative belief. According 
to Searle the purpose of Assertive class is to 
commit the speaker to the truth of the expressed 
proposition. That is to say the speaker wants to 
make the listener believe the truth of what he or 
she said. It is the Assertive speech act that most 
closely resembles Austin’s constative utterance. 
The speaker asserts a proposition that represent a 
condition or a state of affairs that in principle could 
be true or false. 
Assertive speech acts are statements of fact, getting 
the viewer to form or attend a belief. Here, the 
speaker’s words reveal his beliefs and he/she is 
uttering about external world. English verbs that 
function as explicit assertive include: report, 
predict, inform, accuse, testify, confess, state, 
swear, criticize, complain, etc. The various verbs 
differ from one another by force or strength of the 
assertion. One comes across some examples of 
assertive Speech acts in the play under 
consideration. Let us examine the following speech 
act in the light of Searle’s speech act theory. The 
following Selected part is the best instance of 
Assertive Speech acts in the play under 
consideration. It is the opening dialogue of the 
play. 
Example: 01 
Eddie: Katie, I promised your mother on her 
deathbed. I’m responsible for you. You’re a baby, 
you don’t understand these things. (P. 14) 
A] Speech Situation  
 The Addressee: Catherine is the 
orphaned niece of Eddie and Beatrice Carbone. 
She a beautiful, smart, young Italian girl who is 
very popular among the boys in the neighborhood. 
 The Addresser: Eddie Carbone is a 
longshoreman. He lives with his wife, Beatrice, 
and orphaned niece, Catherine, in Red Hook 
Brooklyn. Eddie preserves a secret lust for 
Catherine.  
 The Context: The utterance occurs in the 
play when Eddie disagrees with his niece, 
Catherine, over her short skirt and high hills. Eddie 
secretly loves his orphaned niece, Catherine, and 
he restrains her from going out of the house. He 
expresses his strong resentment over Catherine’s 
free behavior with young boys of the 
neighborhood. 
 The Deictic Expressions: The person 
deictic expression ‘I’ points to Eddie, ‘your’ and 
‘you’ point to Catherine and ‘her’ points to 
Catherine’s mother. The discourse deictic 
expression ‘these’ points to Eddie’s abstract 
unstated desires i.e. his lust for Catherine.   
B] Speech Act 
Eddie Carbone explicitly disagrees with Catherine 
about her free and mature behavior in the 
neighborhood. Eddie implicitly suggests her to act 
as he wishes and do not cross the boundaries 
marked down by him.  
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C] Felicity Conditions  
 Propositional Content Condition: Eddie 
and Catherine know that Catherine’s mother died 
when Catherine was a baby. Eddie looked after 
Catherine and acted as her guardian.   
 Preparatory Condition: Eddie Carbone 
has looked after his orphaned niece, Catherine, 
since her childhood. He is a guardian. Therefore, 
he is a conventionally authorized person to talk 
about Catherine’s unacceptable behavior in the 
society.  
 Sincerity Condition: Eddie Carbone 
believes that Catherine’s behavior i.e. talking to 
young boys, wearing short skirts and high heels 
sandals is unconventional as well as unacceptable.   
 Essential Condition: The illocutionary 
force of Eddie’s utterance counts as a suggestion to 
Catherine to behave in a socially acceptable 
manner.   
D] Analysis 
Eddie, in the above speech act, addresses 
Catherine, as Katie and intends to uphold their 
interpersonal relationship. He complains against 
Catherine’s behavior and calls her immature. 
Similarly, he doubts her understanding. To make 
his proposition more believable and rational, Eddie 
mentions his promise given many years ago to 
Catherine’s mother on her death-bed that he would 
look after Catherine after her [mother’s] death.    
E] Intentionality  
Eddie Carbone intends to restrict Catherine from 
going out of the house frequently. He wants to 
keep her away from meeting with other males in 
the neighborhood. 
Example: 02 
Catherine: There’s no store open now. (P. 16) 
A] Speech Situation  
 The Addressee: Eddie Carbone, a 
longshoreman lives in Red Hook Brooklyn. 
 The Addresser: Catherine is the 
orphaned niece of Eddie Carbone. 
 The Context: The utterance occurs in the 
play when Eddie arrives at home late at night and 
tells the news to his wife, Beatrice, about her 
cousins, Marco and Rodolpho who are arriving at 
their house at that night. Beatrice hears this news 
and becomes excited and says that there isn’t a 
good table cloth in the house. Therefore, she asks 
Eddie to go to the market and buy a new one. As 
Eddie checks his pocket for money to buy a new 
table cloth, Catherine speaks the above utterance. 
 The Deictic Expressions: The distal 
spatial deictic expression ‘there’ points to the 
market where the cloth is available. The proximal 
temporal deictic expression ‘now’ points to the 
time of the utterance.   
B] Speech Act 
Catherine explicitly states the information about 
the status of the stores in the market. However, she 
implicitly suggests Eddie not to go to the market 
because the cloth stores might be closed at the time 
of the utterance.   
C] Felicity Conditions  
 Propositional Content Condition: 
Catherine knows that Eddie Carbone intends to go 
to the market to buy a new table cloth.  They also 
know that if the stores in the market are closed 
then there is no point of going to the market.   
 Preparatory Condition: Catherine seems 
to be well aware of the locality and the working 
hours of the market.  
 Sincerity Condition: Catherine believes 
that the stores in the market might be closed at the 
time of the utterance.   
 Essential Condition: The illocutionary 
force of Catherine’s utterance makes Eddie to 
think over his going to the market to buy a new 
table cloth.  
D] Analysis 
The above speech act, according to Searle’s (1969) 
theory of speech acts, is an indirect one. Here, 
Catherine indirectly justifies that Eddie’s going to 
the market to buy a new table cloth is bizarre 
because the cloth stores might be closed at the time 
of the utterance. The successful performance of 
this indirect speech act depends on the essential 
condition. Similarly, Eddie knows the probable 
closing time of the stores and so, he quits his 
decision. Thus, Catherine is successful in her 
desired act. If Eddie had not been aware of the 
opening and closing timings of the stores, the 
speech act would have been misfired.    
E] Intentionality  
Catherine indirectly intends to stop Eddie from 
going out to the market to buy a table cloth. She 
also wants to save him from the trouble. Similarly, 
as per the next movements in the play, she wants to 
get permission from Eddie to work in the plumbing 
company at Nostrand Avenue as a stenographer.  
 Analysis of Commissive Speech Acts 
The illocutionary point of commissive speech act 
is to commit speaker to perform some future 
action. This kind of speech act even called 
intended act. In conversation, common 
commissive speech acts are promise and threats. 
In message boards, these types of commissives are 
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relatively rare; however, we found many 
statements where the purpose was to confirm the 
readers that the writer would perform some action 
in the future. The class involves promising, 
vowing, refusing, threatening, pledging, 
guaranteeing etc. Let us look at the following 
example that shows commissive speech act of 
promise: 
Example: 01 
Eddie: Beatrice,…….I’ll end up on the floor with 
you, and they’ll be in our bed. (P. 16) 
A] Speech Situation  
 The Addressee: Beatrice Carbone is a 
warm and caring woman and more reasonable than 
Eddie Carbone. 
 The Addresser: Eddie Carbone is a 
longshoreman. He lives with his wife, Beatrice, 
and his orphaned niece, Catherine, in Red Hook 
Brooklyn. Eddie feels an honor in helping 
immigrated people from Italy. 
 The Context: The utterance occurs in the 
play when Eddie Carbone and his wife, Beatrice, 
talk about the arrival of Rodolpho and Marco from 
Italy to Red Hook Brooklyn to work and to earn 
money. Rodolpho and Marco are Beatrice’s 
cousins. They want to stay in Eddie’s house for a 
couple of months. Beatrice consults her husband, 
Eddie, about Rodolpho and Marco’s 
accommodation in their house. She raises some 
questions such as whether they could provide 
better accommodation for them or not, etc. Eddie, 
in response to his wife, Beatrice, replies in the 
above speech act.  
 Deictic Expressions: The person deictic 
expression ‘I’ points to Eddie, ‘you’ points to 
Beatrice and‘they’ points to Rodolpho and Marco. 
B] Speech Act 
Eddie promises his wife, Beatrice, that he will co-
operate her to accommodate Rodolpho and Marco. 
Eddie explicitly assures his wife of his willingness 
to make available his own bed for her cousins and 
commits himself to bring a change in his behavior.  
C] Felicity Conditions  
 Propositional Content Condition: Eddie 
Carbone has a house of one bed room. If he offers 
his bed for the guests, he could have to sleep on the 
floor with his wife.  
 Preparatory Condition: Eddie is 
generous and he believes that he could make 
available his bed for the guests, Marco and 
Rodolpho.  
 Sincerity Condition: Eddie honestly 
wants to help Marco and Rodolpho by making 
available accommodation in his house. 
 Essential Condition: Eddie’s 
illocutionary point is offering of his bed to 
Beatrice’s cousins, Marco and Rodolpho, and it 
counts as an assurance on the part of his wife.  
D] Analysis 
Eddie promises Beatrice to reduce her worries 
about accommodation of her cousins, Rodolpho 
and Marco. Eddie, in order to make his promise 
more credible and convincing, assures Beatrice 
that he will offer his own bed to her cousins and he 
will sleep on the floor with her. The credibility of 
Eddie’s promise depends on his sincerity. If Eddie 
is not sincere in making a promise, it will be 
infelicitous and consequently abuse on the part of 
the addressee.    
E] Intentionality  
Eddie intends to perform two tasks simultaneously. 
The first, he wants to help the illegal immigrants 
i.e. Rodolpho and Marco by accommodating them 
in his own house and the second, he intends to 
reduce some tension of Beatrice.   
Example:02 
Catherine: Okay, I won’t say a word to nobody, I 
swear.    (P. 24) 
A] Speech Situation  
 The Addressee: Eddie Carbone feels an 
honor in helping the illegally immigrated people 
from his homeland, Italy. 
 The Addresser: Catherine is an orphaned 
niece of Eddie and Beatrice Carbone and lives with 
them. Catherine is a good-looking Italian girl and 
is well-liked among the boys in the neighborhood. 
Catherine freely talks at home and in the 
neighborhood. She doesn’t seem to be serious at 
all.  
 The Context: The utterance occurs in the 
play when Eddie tells Beatrice and Catherine the 
news of the arrival of Beatrice’s two cousins, 
Rodolpho and Marco, at his house. He tells them 
that the cousins would stay in his house for a 
couple of months. Beatrice and Catherine raise 
some questions over Rodolpho and Marco’s 
security in the neighborhood because they are 
entering illegally in America. They may get arrest 
if someone identifies them and informs about them 
to the Immigration Bureau. Eddie, in response to 
the doubts of Beatrice and Catherine, endorses that 
he is not worried about what the society says. He 
just wants to follow the unstated laws of his 
motherland, Italy, to help Rodolpho and Marco. 
Catherine shows her agreement over Eddie’s 
endorsement in the above speech act.  
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 Deictic Expressions: The person deictic 
expression ‘I’ points to Catherine.  
B] Speech Act 
Catherine assures her uncle Eddie Carbone that she 
won’t reveal about the dwelling of Rodolpho and 
Marco in his house to anyone in the neighborhood. 
Catherine endorses her intention as she swears 
explicitly and makes her assurance more 
convincing and authentic.  
C] Felicity Conditions  
 Propositional Content Condition: 
Marco and Rodolpho wish to stay illegally in 
Eddie’s house. Catherine has a tendency of telling 
the unnecessary details of the household things to 
the outsiders who meets her.  
 Preparatory Condition: Catherine 
believes that she could bring a change in her 
behavior as Eddie expects i.e. she will not expose 
to anyone that Marco and Rodolpho are illegally 
staying in Eddie’s house.    
 Sincerity Condition: Catherine sincerely 
intends to keep a promise of not exposing the 
secrets of Marco and Rodolpho.  
 Essential Condition: The illocutionary 
point of Catherine’s utterance is a promise and it 
counts as an assurance of supporting Eddie in his 
mission. 
D] Analysis 
Catherine uses the expression ‘okay’ to show her 
agreement over Eddie’s endorsement. She makes a 
promise and swears to be trustworthy. Catherine is 
an orphaned niece of Eddie. Eddie is a guardian to 
her. Therefore, she neither wishes to hurt nor to 
contradict him.   
E] Intentionality  
Catherine, being a member of Eddie’s family, 
intends to maintain the pleasant atmosphere in the 
family. In the same way, she also wants to protract 
her relations with her uncle, Eddie, more healthy 
and blissful. 
Analysis of Expressive Speech Acts 
The illocutionary goal of expressive is to express 
the psychological state about some affairs. By 
expressive, the speaker should express his 
psychological state about some affairs. Typical 
cases are when the speaker curses, praises, 
confesses or congratulates, the listener. Let’s turn 
to the play to see some instances that show 
Expressive Speech Acts.  
Example: 01 
Eddie: Beautiful. Turn around, lemmme see in the 
back. [She turns for him.] Oh, if your mother was 
alive to see you now! She wouldn’t believe it. (P. 
13) 
A] Speech Situation  
 The Addressee: Catherine is an orphaned 
niece of Eddie and Beatrice Carbone. She is a 
gorgeous, stylish, popular and young girl among 
the boys in the neighborhood. 
 The Addresser: Eddie Carbone is a 
longshoreman. He lives with his wife, Beatrice and 
orphaned niece, Catherine, in Red Hook Brooklyn. 
He harbors a secret lust for Catherine.  
 The Context: The utterance occurs in the 
play when Catherine wears a new fashionable short 
skirt and shows it to her uncle, Eddie, and asks him 
how she looks in her new dress. Eddie looks at her 
new dress and compliments her.  
 Deictic Expressions: The person deictic 
expressions ‘you’ and ‘your’ point to Catherine 
and ‘she’ points to Catherine’s mother. The 
temporal proximal deictic expression ‘now’ points 
to the time of the utterance. The discourse deictic 
expression ‘it’ points to Catherine’s beauty and her 
dressing style.  
B] Speech Act 
Eddie Carbone explicitly admires his orphaned 
niece, Catherine’s beautiful look in her new short 
skirt. He substantiates his admiration by 
speculating her mother’s probable expressions if 
she had been alive. Thus, he praises Catherine and 
makes it more appealing and believable.  
C] Felicity Conditions  
 Propositional Content Condition: Eddie 
Carbone believes that Catherine is looking 
beautiful in her new short skirt. He also believes 
that her mother would have appreciated her.  
 Preparatory Condition: Eddie is 
Catherine’s guardian and uncle. Therefore, it is his 
duty to praise his niece.   
 Sincerity Condition: Eddie sincerely 
intends to praise Catherine.  
 Essential Condition: The illocutionary 
force of Eddie’s utterance is praise of Catherine 
and it counts as an expression of his pleasure about 
her beauty.   
D] Analysis 
Eddie Carbone secretly loves Catherine. 
Consequently, he is overjoyed at her new look and 
spontaneously showers the words of praise on her. 
The adjective ‘Beautiful!’ alone would have been 
sufficient to admire Catherine’s beauty but Eddie 
deliberately asks her to turn around to show her 
back. This very demand of Eddie mirrors his 
hidden illicit intention. Eddie, in order to hide his 
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intention, praises Catherine’s beauty from her 
mother’s point of view.  
E] Intentionality 
Eddie admires Catherine to make her happy 
because he intends to develop a different illicit 
relationship with her which he never explicitly 
expresses in this play.    
Example: 02 
Catherine: [sobbing]: I don’t believe it and I wish 
to hell you’d stop it! (P. 42) 
A] Speech Situation 
 The Addressee: Eddie Carbone, a 
longshoreman is a jealous guardian of his niece, 
Catherine. 
 The Addresser: Catherine, the orphaned 
niece of Eddie and Beatrice Carbone, lives with the 
Carbones since her mother died. She falls in love 
with Rodolpho and wants to marry him. Rodolpho 
is an unmarried cousin of Beatrice from Italy. He, 
by marrying Catherine, wants to be a citizen of 
America. 
 The Context: The utterance occurs in the 
play when Eddie and his orphaned niece, 
Catherine, contradict each other over the issue of 
Catherine’s marriage with Rodolpho. Eddie argues 
with Catherine saying that Rodolpho doesn’t love 
her and just wants to marry her to be a citizen of 
America. Catherine doesn’t like the allegation 
made against Rodolpho and finally she expresses 
her strong dislike in the above speech act.  
 Deictic Expressions: The person deictic 
expression ‘I’ points to Catherine and ‘you’ points 
to Eddie Carbone. The discourse deictic expression 
‘it’ points to Eddie’s allegations against Rodolpho.  
B] Speech Type 
Catherine expresses a strong dislike over Eddie 
Carbone’s allegations that Rodolpho is interested 
in American citizenship and not in Catherine. She 
deplores Eddie’s suggestions and explicitly directs 
him to conclude the matter.    
C] Felicity Conditions  
 Propositional Content Condition: 
Catherine believes that Eddie’s allegations against 
her relations with Rodolpho are inappropriate.  
 Preparatory Condition: Catherine is 
Eddie’s niece and not his daughter. She doesn’t 
want to remain under the influence of Eddie. 
Therefore, she has a reason to dislike Eddie’s over-
protectiveness.   
 Sincerity Condition: Catherine sincerely 
believes that Eddie should stop making allegations 
against her relations with Rodolpho.    
 Essential Condition: Catherine’s 
illocution counts as an expression of her 
dissatisfaction over the state of affairs created by 
Eddie.   
D] Analysis 
The interpersonal relations of Catherine with Eddie 
are hereby challenged. Catherine expresses her 
strong dislikes about Eddie’s advice explicitly. She 
rejects Eddie as a guardian and his antagonistic 
attitude regarding her marriage with Rodolpho. 
Catherine discards Eddie’s urge by uttering the 
word ‘hell’ because she is much annoyed by 
Eddie’s baseless comments on Rodolpho’s 
motives.    
E] Intentionality  
Catherine explicitly intends to stop the matter of 
discussion of her marriage with Rodolpho. 
Therefore, she implicitly suggests Eddie that it is 
impossible for her to believe in his words.   
Conclusion 
It is found that the assertive speech acts where the 
illocutionary force had brought out the intended 
perlocutionary effect and realized as the change in 
the state of affairs. For example, when Eddie 
Carbone, in A View from the Bridge, intends to go 
to the market to buy a new table cloth late at night, 
Catherine states a piece of information [as 
illustrated in Example: 02]. It is also observed that 
the commissives play a vital role in the 
development of the theme of the plays. Here, 
commissives are widely and effectively used to 
locate the events in the future that may be happy or 
unhappy for the addressee. The commissives used 
for promising or threatening are highly significant. 
The play, A View from the Bridge, asserts the 
unlawful act of the tragic protagonist of the play, 
Eddie Carbone, in the beginning of the play. He 
appears to be loyal to his community, but later 
goes against its ethics for the sake of his personal 
interest. When Eddie goes against his own 
community and its ethics, the play begins to 
exhibit Eddie’s vice and also threatens his life by 
one of his community members, Marco. 
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